BOUTIQUE HOTELS & OUT OF THE
ORDINARY ACCOMMODATION
QUEBEC CITY BOUTIQUE HOTELS
Monsieur Jean - https://monsieurjean.ca/en/
Auberge Saint-Antoine - https://www.saint-antoine.com/
Auberge Saint-Pierre - https://www.aubergesaint-pierre.com/en/
Monastère - https://monastere.ca/
Hôtel Germain Quebec - https://www.germainhotels.com/en/le-germain-hotel/quebec

MONTREAL BOUTIQUE HOTELS
Mount Stephen - https://www.lemountstephen.com/
Le St-James - https://hotellestjames.com/
Hôtel Gault - https://hotelgault.com/
Saint-Paul - https://hotelstpaul.com/
Hotel Nelligan - http://hotelnelligan.com/en/
Hotel William Gray - https://hotelwilliamgray.com/
Le St-Martin - https://lestmartinmontreal.com/
Hotel 10 - https://www.hotel10montreal.com/

REGIONS BOUTIQUE HOTELS
Eastern Townships - Hovey Manor - https://www.manoirhovey.com
Eastern Townships - Ripplecove - http://ripplecove.com/en/
Laurentides - Quintessence - https://www.hotelquintessence.com/
Laurentides - StoneHaven Le Manoir - https://www.stonehavenlemanoir.com/en/home

POT À L’EAU-DE-VIE LIGHTHOUSE
The Pot à l’Eau-de-Vie Lighthouse is a cozy inn with three attractive rooms furnished in the spirit of the 19th
century. It is classified as a federal heritage building. Come stand watch at the gateway to the continent
like the past lighthouse keepers and spend a day at the lighthouse.
Location: Rivière-du-Loup | https://duvetnor.com/en/

ÎLE-VERTE LIGHTHOUSE
Discover the sandy coves and multi-coloured rocks of Île Verte and stay in one of the eight rooms of this
island B&B which offers old-world charm. The rooms are located in two buildings: the lighthouse keeper’s
house and the assistant lighthouse keeper’s house. Come and experience the atmosphere of Québec’s first
lighthouse, built in 1809.

Linkedin: In/francoisjv

Facebook: Francois.can

Twitter: Francois_can

WhatsApp: 16475021161

Skype: vielmarketing

Location: Les Basques | https://phareileverte.com/dormir/

ONONDAGA SUBMARINE
The Canadian Submarine ONONDAGA was in service from 1967 to 2000. Upon entering the 90-meter
submarine, you will discover the daily life of some sixty men who lived there for months at a time. You can
also examine its complex mechanical engineering and the technologies used for submarine detection. The
self-guided visit will plunge you into a fascinating and unknown world. It is also possible to spend a night
aboard to live the experience of a submariner!
Location: Pointe-au-Père, RimouskI | http://www.shmp.qc.ca/index-en.html

IGLOO IN PARC DU BIC
Spending the night in an igloo is a one-of-a-kind winter experience! Spend part of your evening under the
starry sky, in front of the campfire, and then enjoy a good night's sleep nestled in your sleeping bag. Igloos
can hold 2-4 people. All necessary equipment is available for rent on site. An outdoor fire pit with firewood
is provided, and a pit toilet is located nearby.
Location: Parc du Bic (near Rimouski) | https://www.sepaq.com/pq/bic/

AUBERGE DU PORTAGE
Discover all the charms of a heritage inn nestled between the river and the mountains. With our health spa
right on the banks of the St. Lawrence and our healthy regional cuisine, we offer you a comfortable stay in
the renowned resort town of Notre-Dame-du-Portage.
Location: Notre-Dame-du-Portage | http://aubergeduportage.qc.ca/

AUBERGE DU MANGE GRENOUILLE
Auberge du Mange Grenouille is nestled in one of Québec’s most picturesque villages and set against the
backdrop of Bic National Park, a real jewel in the province’s landscape. This 22-room inn offers guests a
spectacular dining room, lounges and drawing rooms recalling the charm of a bygone era, in addition to a
water garden, flower gardens and a spa overlooking the Bic Islands. All of our rooms are creatively
decorated to enchant guests through unparalleled aesthetic sophistication for the simple sake of delighting
them. The intimacy of a small inn, personalized attention, a warm atmosphere, and theatrical décor
combine to make this Inn an exceptional place, an essential stop on any experienced traveller’s itinerary.
Location: Le Bic | http://www.aubergedumangegrenouille.qc.ca/en/

AUBERGE DE MONTAGNE DES CHIC-CHOCS
This auberge offers very comfortable accommodations in an untamed natural environment, which is the
concept of the Chic-Chocs Mountain Lodge. Unique in Eastern Canada, it is perched at an altitude of 615
meters in the heart of Réserve faunique de Matane. Well-being, pleasure, and tranquillity are keywords
here. Inside the lodge, you'll find a cozy atmosphere where nothing is neglected by the innkeeper and his
team. Outside, there are 60 km2 of nature where you can enjoy your favourite activities in the company of
experienced guides. Only 18 rooms, privacy guaranteed.
Location: Cap-Chat | https://www.sepaq.com/ct/amc/index.dot
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CIME AVENTURES (TEPEES AND ECO-LODGING ON STILTS)
The Bonaventure River is one of the clearest rivers in the world. One can easily see the bottom of it from a
river kayak or a rabaska which makes for a fascinating excursion filled with underwater discoveries. Cime
Aventures offers different types of lodgings. The eco-lodging houses are built on stilts to minimize the
impact on the environment. The tepee village is situated on the banks of the river.
Location: Bonaventure | https://cimeaventures.com/en/

POINTE-DES-MONTS LIGHTHOUSE
Treat yourself to one or more nights in one of the four rooms of the lighthouse keeper’s house located next
to the lighthouse. Come and relax being surrounded by enchanting décor. From the lighthouse, you can
observe whales, seals, and ducks.
Location: Baie-Comeau | https://www.pharedepointedesmonts.com/

DOMAINE DE L’OURS NOIR
Accompanied by an experienced guide, you will learn to identify different species of bears and understand
their nature as well as find out more about their fiercely competitive world and the survival of the fittest.
Other wildlife such as wolves, fox, lynx, squirrels, hare and several species of birds may also be seen and
photographed. All of these animals’ roam in complete freedom. Inquire about our special activity;
“Sleeping with the Bears” which includes bear observation in the evening, night and morning.
Location: Baie-Comeau | https://ours-noir.net/

CANOPÉE LIT
Discover 14 unique lodgings, including treehouses and transparent bubbles, along a vast tract of forestland
crisscrossed with trails and rivers. Units feature a bathroom with a private shower and toilet, a kitchen area
and a terrace. Bedding and towels included. Breakfast available at each unit. Many outdoor activities are
offered year-round.
Location: Sacré-Coeur | https://www.canopee-lit.com/index.php?lang=en

FERME 5 ÉTOILES
Welcome to the Ferme 5 Étoiles Family Vacation Site! Our family farm offers you a unique opportunity to
commune with nature. Observe wild animals (moose, wolves, buffalo, deer, etc.) and explore this vast
natural setting with access to the Saguenay Fjord through a variety of nature and adventure activities. We
also offer many accommodation options including Bed and Breakfast, motel units, condo units, cottages
(including four-star mountaintop cottages overlooking the fjord), heritage home, trapper’s camp, yurts,
campsites, tepees, igloo, etc.
Location: Tadoussac | http://www.ferme5etoiles.com/en/home

MER ET MONDE ECOTOURS
For the last 15 years, Mer et Monde Écotours and its team of professional guides have offered unforgettable
sea kayaking experiences. Discover the marine environment and whales of the St. Lawrence Estuary during
a kayaking excursion. Primitive campsites on wooden platforms built on the rocks offer you the blow of the
whales as an alarm clock!
Location: Les Bergeronnes (near Tadoussac) | https://www.meretmonde.ca/en
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CONDO NATAKAM
Located on the Essipit Reserve, Natakam is a state-of-the-art housing complex that offers spectacular views
of the St. Lawrence River and exceptional landscaping against a backdrop of sea and forest—a true feast
for the eyes! Come and enjoy comfort and luxury in a unique natural environment. You will be welcomed
with the traditional warmth of the Innus. Take the time to relax and recharge your batteries in this peaceful
setting. Location: Esspit (near Les Escoumins) | https://vacancesessipit.com/en/

DOMAINE DU VIEUX COUVENT
Built between 1914 and 1918, the “Vieux Couvent's” first vocation was training young teachers by the nuns
of the Notre Dame's Congregation. In 1969 Gaspard Richard bought the building and transformed it into a
little hotel with the cozy name, “Chez Gaspard.” Although the Chapel does not exist anymore, burnt down
in 1973, the remaining buildings still bear witness of a long history of hospitality. The current owners of the
Estate have preserved this tradition and the rich heritage that is the jewel of the Madeleine Islands.
Location: Havre-aux-Maisons | http://domaineduvieuxcouvent.com/en/

VERT-ET-MERT ECOTOURISM
Whatever the season, come and experience an ecotourism adventure with Vert-et-Mer in the Îles de la
Madeleine! Whether our expeditions take you to explore the pristine wilderness of Brion Island, scale the
highest peak on Entry Island, discover marine and avian fauna in a sea kayak, or live the life of a nomad for
a few days in a yurt "Eco-village", our priority is to be in harmony with nature throughout all of our
expeditions. Vert-et-Mer makes their yurts.
Location: Cap-aux-Meules | https://www.vertetmer.com/

HÔTEL DE GLACE
Enter a magical world where snow and ice are transformed into fabulous decors. Since it opened its doors
in 2001, the Hôtel de Glace has wowed over half a million visitors! With snow archways towering over 5
meters tall and crystal ice sculptures standing by the warmth of the fire, North America's only ice hotel has
made a name for itself not only through its architecture and artistry but also its warm hospitality. Every
year, the Hôtel de Glace is redesigned and rebuilt in its entirety.
Location: Québec City | https://www.valcartier.com/fr/hebergement/hotel-de-glace/

HÔTEL-MUSÉE PREMÈRES NATIONS
Located just outside Québec City, Wendake is the land of a fascinating people. Stay at the Hôtel-Musée
Première Nations and discover the rich ancestral culture of the Huron-Wendat – a people long known for
their hospitality. Bordered by thematic gardens and walking trails along the Akiawenrahk River, the HôtelMusée Premières Nations offers you an exceptional opportunity to experience authentic First Nations
culture, knowledge and art of living.
Location: Wendake | http://tourismewendake.ca/hotel-musee-premieres-nations/en/

OLD PRISON OF TROIS-RIVIÈRES
Entering the Old Prison of Trois-Rivières is much more than just a visit to a historic building; it’s a glimpse
at prisoners’ living conditions in the penal system of the 1960s and 1970s. The guides who answer visitors’
questions at the Old Prison of Trois-Rivières are former inmates. Based on personal accounts and faithful
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reconstructions, the Musée Québécois de culture populaire Go To Jail exhibit gives visitors a very strong,
very real and sometimes disturbing experience.
Location: Trois-Rivières | https://museepop.ca/en/old-prison/history

B & B LA VIEILLE ÉCOLE
This beautiful and unique building stands majestically overlooking the St. Maurice River. Its structure has
been restored over several years to recreate the beauty of this original schoolhouse and convent of
Grandes-Piles. Originally built in the late 1880s, the only west wall is original. Eventually, the east extension
was added in 1924, and the sisters of the Assumption moved in, and the building became a convent. They
became the teachers, and classes were held in the original schoolhouse.
Location: Grandes-Piles (near Trois-Rivières) | http://www.lavieilleecole.ca/

AU DIABLE VERT – TREEHOUSE CABINS
The mountain-side Inn Au Diable Vert allows you to lodge in one of the two rustic tree houses in the woods.
They are 12-15 feet high, perched up in between two trees and accessible through a staircase or ramp. This
type of accommodation provides direct contact with nature and life in the forest. Drift off into your dreams
on double sized bunk beds with soft mattresses. Lighting is supplied by solar panels. A stay in one of these
two tree houses is a dream come true... probably one you've been having since your early childhood days.
Location: Glen-Sutton | https://www.audiablevert.qc.ca/en/

ASTROLAB – MONT-MÉGANTIC
The ASTROLab in Mount Mégantic Park is an interpretation center that offers visitors activities, introducing
them to the world of astronomy. Mont-Mégantic is a National Dark Sky Reserve. What better than to sleep
up near the stars? Two huts are available for an unforgettable night in winter, spring and fall. The Voie
lactée hut, at the peak of Mount Mégantic, has room for eight. The Mount St. Joseph hut accommodates
two. They will take your breath away! Summit shelters do not have access to drinking water.
Location: Mont-Mégantic | https://www.astrolab.qc.ca/en/

ENTRE CÎMES ET RACINES
Entre Cîmes et Racines (our name means “between root and crown”) is a family business offering
accommodation in the woods near Eastman, Québec. An hour away from Montréal, our 12 ecolodges help
you relax and get away from it all in the heart of nature. See us, and you can both unplug and reenergize at
any time of the year in 175 acres (71 hectares) of the forest.
Location: Bolton-Est | https://entrecimesetracines.com/en/

LE PETIT CLOCHER
A distinctive lodge is an elegant mountain-view retreat with upscale contemporary French Country décor
and attention to luxurious details. While La Chapelle has a unique romantic appeal and is the most in “over
the top” guest rooms, each of them is special with its ambiance. The grounds are private and peaceful,
offering stunning panoramic views of the ski slopes and village which is within walking distance to galleries,
boutiques, fine dining, and entertainment.
Location: Saint-Sauveur-des-Monts | http://www.lepetitclocher.com/
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IGLOFT
An innovative concept which is a comfortable lodge on ice with heated floors, washrooms, drinking water,
bread oven, and range. You will feel like you are sleeping under the stars on frozen Lake Saint-Jean.
Location: Saint-Gédéon | https://www.igloft.com/

ZOO ST-FÉLICIEN
The Walking Adventure in the Land of the Caribou offers you rare and intimate contact with wildlife.
Accompanied by an experienced guide, you will discover, learn and observe the animals. This activity will
let you experience an out of the ordinary adventure of living at the pace of the caribou. This adventure
includes a night in a prospector’s tent amid the herd of caribou. Are you looking for another out of this
world experience? The Zoo Sauvage activity ‘Sleeping at the Zoo in Asia’ will satisfy your need for doing
something different. See the Zoo under the stars and spend the night near our Amur tigers, a night-time
activity that will leave unforgettable memories. You’ll spend the night in the Welcome Center of the Amur
tiger habitat.
Location: St-Félicien | https://zoosauvage.org/en/

PARC AVENTURES CAP JASEUX
A favourite spot for nature lovers, the site offers a variety of outdoor recreation and ecotourism activities.
Alternative accommodations available, such as tree houses, suspended spheres, domes, log cabins, and
campsites. Also features aerial adventure trails for the whole family, extreme courses, zip lines, via ferrata,
sea kayaking, sailing, hiking, fishing, and a beach.
Location: St-Fulgence | https://www.capjaseux.com/en/

VILLAGE HISTORIQUE DE VAL-JALBERT
This historical village depicts the mono-industrial town of the 1920s, Val-Jalbert. From the convent to the
post office, from the gossips at the general store and the pulp mill, take a glimpse at the daily lives of
working-class families of the era. You will live through their confusion when the announcement came that
their village was closing in 1927. From high up in the cable car, you will be overcome with emotion before
the power of the Chute Ouiatchouan. In the silence of the campground at night or in one of the site's
rooms, you'll wonder if the marvellous waterfall that fuelled the mill, now keeps the old village alive.
Location: Val-Jalbert | https://www.valjalbert.com/en
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